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Our relationship with Bike & Boot began in 2020 and we supply design, web and 
content marketing support for their growing brand. Their existing Scarborough hotel 
predominantly caters for adventure travellers, inviting walkers, bikers, dog-owners and 
surfers alike.

Bike & Boot initially approached us to help with the launch of their first hotel, which opened in July 2020. We rose 
to the challenge to market a new hotel opening after lockdown, resulting in an incredible 90% occupancy 
in the first month. We have worked in partnership with the brand since this success, and will be supporting the 
launch of their new hotels in future..
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Objectives
The objectives for the reopening campaign were:
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Increase brand 
awareness. 

Build and maintain 
an engaged 
audience.

Drive traffic to 
the website and 
generate bookings.



Brand Building

Bike & Boot are a one-of-a-kind hotel that stands out from 
the typical hospitality landscape. They are different from other 
hotels, so we needed to create a personality that reflected this. 
We constructed a cheeky, witty and brash tone of voice for the 
brand, which we consistently implement to connect with our 
audience. We use an alienation marketing strategy to ensure the 
hotel appeals to a value-aligned audience. For example, we use 
messaging such as ‘if you don’t like dogs, we don’t like you’, to 
entice animal lovers to the pet-friendly hotel.

To further build the brand, we created a strong visual identity. 
We cemented the alternative, humorous personality of the 
brand by creating ‘cut-out’ style graphics, putting wellies on 
seagulls and turning surfboards into fish. These graphics were 
complemented with a palette of yellow, purple and orange 
colours. Bright, loud and clashing colours really help to make Bike 
& Boot visibly noticeable across all platforms, and conveys their 
disruption of the stereotypical hotel scene.

Website
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In August 2021 we launched a brand-new website for Bike & 
Boot. With so much going on at the hotel, we needed to really 
show off the facilities as well as driving bookings. There was  
also a long-term need to accommodate the brand’s upcoming 
new hotels.

Incorporating video, animation and clever graphics, the website 
works hard to deliver an exceptional user experience and show 
off the quirky brand. Along with pages for offers, rooms, contact 
information and blogs, we also needed to showcase the facilities 
that make Bike & Boot so unique. We created designated pages 
for the hotel’s Film Club, Wadobi, Retreat and Bareca - visit their 
website to see what each one means!

Paid Social Advertising

We implemented advertising across Facebook and Instagram 
in order to increase brand awareness and target specific 
audiences. This played a huge role in generating bookings, 
driving users to the website and creating an engaged online 
community. Many of the ads in 2020 had different aims, 
driving engagement, likes and link clicks.

From June 2020 to December 2021 (excluding November 
2020-April 2021), paid social advertising referred 59,175 
users to the website and generated 20,604 events. We also 
maintained a very low cost per link click of £0.17.
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Marbs or Scarbs

In July 2021, we launched the ‘Marbs or Scarbs’ 
campaign, which positioned Scarborough as a 
better holiday location than abroad. We created 
an interactive quiz game, where users attempt 
to tell the difference between Scarborough and 
Marbella. Using organic promotion on social media 
alone, the aim of this campaign was to gain quiz 
completions and raise brand awareness. In the two 
months that the campaign ran, it gained 555 quiz 
completions, 119 website referrals and a mention 
in Forbes magazine!

Influencers
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In the same year, we ran our influencer campaign, inviting four 
dog-friendly influencers to stay at Bike & Boot. We carefully 
selected value-aligned influencers that could help us to 
further increase awareness and build a loyal community. As 
a result, Bike & Boot reached 83,172 accounts, creating an 
engagement rate of 9.16%. The Instagram audience grew by 
346 followers, with a cost of just £0.53 per engagement.

‘Tis the Season for the Seaside

In October 2021, we launched a Christmas 
campaign for Bike & Boot which encouraged 
users to opt for an alternative festive break by 
the seaside. The objective of this campaign was 
to guide users to the dedicated landing page, 
encouraging them to book their winter stay.

We used paid social media advertising, organic 
content and email marketing to promote this 
campaign. In addition to this, we did a PR stunt 
where people could bring their dog to meet ‘Santa 
Paws’ at the hotel. We sent out a press release 
which was published by hospitality and regional 
press, reaching an audience of over 78,000. Due 
to the winter campaign, 7,878 users were driven 
to the designated landing page and there were 
439 booking button clicks.
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Supporting activity

3 Full website administration 

3 Organic social content

3 Paid social campaigns 

3 Creative design assets 

3 Ongoing PR activity

3 Email campaigns 

3 Blogs 
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Bike & Boot

Total impressions:  

10.5 Million
Total follower growth: 

+11,043
Average engagement rate  

(organic social):  

2.13%

PR reach:  

273 Million 
Total website visits:  

237,016
Total booking engine visits:  

20,214
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The Results


